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TRACER BASED RUNTIME OPTIMIZATION FOR DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
[0001] This application is related to, and claims the benefits of, U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/594,983, filed 02/03/2012, entitled "RUNTIME COMPILATION FOR DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES", by Filip Pizlo et al., U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/599,309, filed 02/15/2012, entitled "RUNTIME COMPILATION FOR DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES", by Filip Pizlo et al., both of which are hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entirety.

FIELD OF INVENTION
[0002] The present invention relates generally to runtime compilation. More particularly, this invention relates to runtime compilation of dynamic language based source code.

BACKGROUND
[0003] Dynamic languages that lack type annotations of any kind are increasingly popular. For example, JavaScript has become the lingua franca of the World Wide Web, while Ruby, Python, Perl, and PHP have become standard languages for server-side infrastructure. However, runtime of dynamic language based code may require significant overhead as optimal compilation strategies may not be available to compile the code.
[0004] For example, JavaScript does not allow a program to specify the types of variables. Thus, during runtime, a variable may be dynamically converted into separate types in different execution paths. Such conversions may be computationally expensive with high impact of overall performance. Further, dynamically created data types may require significant lookup or search operations among indexed data structures, such as dictionaries, to assign a type to a data or to access property of data of a certain type.
[0005] Furthermore, modern JavaScript engines are required to execute un-trusted code very quickly, and for this reason use runtime code generation through mechanisms such as Just In Time (JIT) compilation, which may be used by an attacker to bypass OS/hardware protection. Existing protection techniques, such as constant blinding, may be adopted to block such attacks. However, these techniques may incur performance
costs, both in terms of memory use and processor execution time, on a target code regardless of the risk of the target code being executed.

[0006] Therefore, traditional dynamic runtime compilation approaches tend to be costly, inefficient and non-optimized.

**SUMMARY OF THE DESCRIPTION**

[0007] Tracer data (e.g. heap-allocated cell or a tracer bullet) may be randomly and infrequently allocated to analyze values flowing from origin and destination code locations for optimizing compiled code. A tracer data may include or box a value and corresponding origin (or provenance) of the value in a source code or program. The origin of the value may indicate where in the source code the value is produced. In one embodiment, the tracer data may be created when the value is stored in memory during runtime. The provenance may be a pointer-width word identifying the code location (e.g. line number) for storing the value. A special type or tag may be associated with a tracer data to force code execution or operations which use (or access, reference) the tracer data to take a slow-path as existing type checking in the source code may fail against the tracer data. The slow path may record a link between the origin (or source) code location of the value in the tracer data and the sink (or destination) code location where the tracer data is being used. The link may be assigned with a weight to indicate number of times the value has passed (or traced) through the link.

[0008] In one embodiment, a probability data flow graph may be generated based on links recorded between origin and destinations code locations of values during runtime. Each edge of the graph may be weighted to correspond to a relative probability of a value flow taking the edge. How the values flow through programs and how frequently different operations that use those values execute may be identified from the probability data flow graph. As a result, the probability data flow graph may provide a probabilistic view of runtime executing a program to uncover optimization opportunities for runtime compilation.

[0009] In one embodiment, optimization operations on a runtime compiler may be performed according to a probability data flow graph. For example, integer paths may be converted to floating point paths if values flowing through the integer paths are more likely to be used for floating point computation. Likewise, an integer stored in floating point format may be converted to an integer format if it is highly likely (e.g. based on the probability data flow graph) to be later used for integer computation. Alternatively, if an
integer heap store (e.g. values in integer format) has a high probability of flowing into a floating point load, a compiler may be optimized to the heap store in as floating point data instead, albeit with additional type checking operations to ensure soundness.

[0010] In one embodiment, operations using a key among a collection of key indexed data structures (e.g. dictionaries, hash tables, associated arrays etc.) may be optimized using meta data describing properties of the key with respect to the collection of data structures. The meta data may correspond to a cache dynamically updated to indicate invariants which are true for the key in a current state of the collection of data structures. Expensive calculations to search through the collection of data structures for the key may be avoided. For example, costly lookup operations over a collection of data structures (or dictionaries) may not be required at all if a key is known to always (or to never) reference certain specific values, or for these values to have certain meta-properties, in any of the collection of data structure globally throughout a system at a current state.

[0011] In another embodiment, a runtime compiler may emit compiled code implementing fast paths (e.g. without load and branch structures) to execute instructions for a source code based on assumptions on meta data associated with keys identified from the source code. The compiled code may include guards, e.g. code for condition checking to enter slow paths, against the fast paths based on the meta data associated with the keys. A runtime state including objects having properties hashed via the keys may be maintained during runtime executing the compiled code. The meta data of the keys may be updated dynamically to reflect changes (e.g. in the objects) of the runtime state. The guards may be executed to perform inexpensive checking operations (e.g. to reference the meta data of the keys without performing expensive lookup over the objects in the runtime state) to update the emitted compile code to include the slow paths when needed during runtime.

[0012] In another embodiment, pointer values to typed data in a memory may be modified (or poisoned) with type information (or other property information) to leverage hardware based safety check mechanisms to automatically check the type information against the typed data when performing memory access operations to the typed data via the modified pointer values. Hence, hardware built in logic can be used for a broad class of programming language safety check when executing software codes using modified pointers that are subject to the safety check without executing, for example, compare and branch instructions in the software codes.
In one embodiment, a portion (e.g. high 16 bits in a 64 bit system) of a pointer to an object of a type in a dynamic programming language may be configured (or set) with a type identifier identifying the type. When performing an access to the object via the pointer which is suspected but not known to be of the type, the pointer may be updated with the type identifier (e.g. via an XOR arithmetic operation) to perform the access. If the object is indeed of the type identified by the type identifier, then the access may succeed, otherwise it will cause a hardware trap to automatically activate a trap handler.

In another embodiment, runtime compilation, such as JIT compilation, may generate non-deterministic and unpredictable code to protect against un-trusted code attacks, such as JIT SPRAY attacks, based on heuristic rules without requiring deterministic behavior reduction operations for all the code generated. The heuristic rules may include estimations on, for example, cost (e.g. runtime overhead) of code protection incurred, amount of code protection required and/or other applicable factors and their relationships.

In one embodiment, a figure (or measurement) is dynamically collected or accumulated for estimating how trustworthy a state of a source code is when performing runtime compilation of the source code. The figure may be based on tracking an amount of emitted code (e.g. how many bytes already generated) from the source code and an amount of un-trusted control over the emitted code. For example, the figure may determine (unpredictably) whether to blind (or mangle, randomize) a constant of the source code for the compiled code to defend against potential un-trusted executable code embedded in the constant.

Other features of the present invention will be apparent from the accompanying drawings and from the detailed description that follows.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is illustrated by way of example and not limitation in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which like references indicate similar elements and in which:

Figure 1 is a network diagram illustrating an exemplary runtime compilation for source code retrieved from networked devices;

Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a system for runtime compilation of dynamic programming languages;

Figure 3 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process for optimized runtime compilation using tracer data (or tracer bullets);
Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to trace values randomly during runtime in a tracer graph for optimized compilation;

Figure 5 is a graph diagram illustrating an exemplary tracer graph to trace values during runtime;

Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to access hashed values using meta data of hash keys;

Figure 7 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to dynamically update speculatively generated compiled code using meta data of hash keys without querying hash data for the hash keys;

Figure 8 illustrates exemplary key meta data for a runtime according to one embodiment described herein;

Figure 9 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to access a data of a certain type without compare and branch operations;

Figure 10 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process for accessing a data element of an object according to a cached type without performing compare and branch operations;

Figure 11 illustrates one example of a type embedded pointer to represent an object according to embodiments described herein;

Figure 12 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a system for accessing a data of a certain type without compare and branch operations;

Figure 13 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to selectively randomize a compiled code from a source code in a non-deterministic manner;

Figures 14 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to emit executable code non-deterministically randomized from a compiled code stream of a source code;

Figures 15A-15B illustrate examples of just-in-time compilation with scattered randomization operations according to certain embodiments described herein;

Figure 16 illustrates one example of a data processing system such as a computer system, which may be used in conjunction with the embodiments described herein.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

Methods and apparatuses for a runtime compiler are described herein. In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide thorough explanation of embodiments of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to one
skilled in the art, that embodiments of the present invention may be practiced without
these specific details. In other instances, well-known components, structures, and
techniques have not been shown in detail in order not to obscure the understanding of this
description.

[0035] Reference in the specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment" means
that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the
embodiment can be included in at least one embodiment of the invention. The
appearances of the phrase "in one embodiment" in various places in the specification do
not necessarily all refer to the same embodiment.

[0036] The processes depicted in the figures that follow, are performed by processing
logic that comprises hardware (e.g., circuitry, dedicated logic, etc.), software (such as is
run on a general-purpose computer system or a dedicated machine), or a combination of
both. Although the processes are described below in terms of some sequential operations,
it should be appreciated that some of the operations described may be performed in
different order. Moreover, some operations may be performed in parallel rather than
sequentially.

[0037] Figure 1 is a network diagram illustrating an exemplary runtime compilation for
source code retrieved from networked devices. In one embodiment, network system 100
may include one or more server application 101, such as web server, hosted in one or
more server devices to provide content available for client application 105, such as web
browser, running in a client device. Server 101 and client 105 may communicate with
each other via network 103 based on, for example, internet protocols such as HTTP
(Hypertext Transport Protocol) or other applicable protocols.

[0038] In one embodiment, content retrieved from server 101 may include web pages
based on hypertext languages, such as HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) or other
markup language, embedded or linked (e.g. hyperlinked) with sources in a dynamic
programming language, such as JavaScript. Client 105 may dynamically download or
fetch the linked sources for execution. In one embodiment, client 105 may dynamically
compile the downloaded sources during runtime to improve execution performance.

[0039] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a system for runtime
compilation of dynamic programming languages. In one embodiment, system 200 may
include operating environment 201, such as an operating system hosting client application
101 of Figure 1. Operating environment 201 may include runtime compiler 221
dynamically compiling source code 203 into executable code 213. Source code 203 may
comprise programs in a dynamic programming language, such as JavaScript. In one embodiment, source code 203 may be retrieved from a remote device, such as server 101 of Figure 1, by a browser application running in operating environment 201. Both runtime compiler 221 and execution runtime 215 may be controlled by the browser application to perform browsing operations.

In one embodiment, runtime compiler 221 may include non-optimized code generator module 207 to compile source code 203. Module 207 may include source profiling module 209 to generate profiling information (e.g. code location identifiers, token keys, or other statically analyzed code data etc.) from source code 203. According to some embodiments, module 207 may provide an initial version of executable code 213 which is to be dynamically updated and optimized during runtime via optimized compilation module 211.

For example, execution runtime 215 may execute executable code 213 to collect tracer graph 219 which provides runtime statistics for optimized compilation module 211 to perform optimization operations (e.g. data type conversions, code replacements, etc.) on executable code 213. Execution runtime 215 can dynamically maintain runtime state 217 including, for example, data instances (e.g. objects or other data structures) created for executing source code 203. Runtime compiler 221 may include non-deterministic code randomization module 205 to introduce unpredictability between source code 203 and executable code 213 to protect against executing potential hidden executable code embedded inside source code 203.

**Dynamic Tracer Based Runtime Optimization**

In one embodiment, trace code may be introduced (or injected, planted) into compiled code of a source code during, for example, profiling phase when compiling the source code. The trace code, when executed during runtime executing the compiled code (e.g. non-optimized code) may randomly and sporadically generate tracer data to provide information exposing opportunities to optimize the compiled code.

It should be appreciated that tracer based runtime optimization would be practical and useful even if the optimized code sometimes generated tracers, as well. This technique may be applicable to both non-optimized code and/or previously optimized code. For example, tracer based runtime optimization can be performed to randomly overwrite the optimized code with a jump to a subroutine that generates a tracer; this subroutine would then "undo" the code change after executing so that subsequent executions don't pay the price of creating a tracer.
Optimization operations, such as type conversions or other applicable compilation operations, may be dynamically applied to optimize portions of the compiled code during runtime by leveraging the information obtained from executing the trace code. The optimized compiled code (instead of the non-optimized compiled code) may be executed dynamically to speed up, for example, certain selected portions of the source code, such as repeated function calls or loops, with limited processing or resource cost incurred by the trace code.

For example, trace code may be executed to create tracer data to represent a value used during runtime of compiled code. The tracer data for a value may be structured to include (or box) the value and additional code information of the value, such as an origin or provenance of the value (e.g. source file name, line number, or other information indicating where in the compiled code or source code the value is created or originated from, such as the location of the machine code generated for the value). In one embodiment, the tracer data may be tagged or identified with a special type to distinguish from existing data types (e.g. strings, integer, etc.), objects or other dynamic types employed in a programming language (e.g. JavaScript) of the source code. Thus, during runtime, access to the tracer data may be recognized (e.g. directly from a pointer tagged with the special type) to perform operations to access its corresponding value.

In one embodiment, tracer code may be inserted at trigger points (e.g. instructions to access or store a value in a memory) in a compiled code. The tracer code may include a random evaluator to determine, when executed, whether to generate a tracer data (e.g. tracer bullet) to box (or carry, wrap) the value with additional code information of the value, for example, available from the profiling phase of corresponding source code. Tracer data may be created when a value is stored in memory, put into a stack or passed to a function call etc. In one embodiment, the random evaluator may be configured to generate tracer data sporadically among the compiled code with low probability (e.g. less than 1%). As a result, the overhead to extract (or un-box) the corresponding value from the tracer data when encountered during runtime can be reduced. In certain embodiments, the random evaluator may be based on a global counter which returns true if it counts over a configured number (e.g. 100) and returns false otherwise to guide the generation of tracer data with low probability of being evaluated to be true.

In certain embodiments, tracer data may be generated to allow collection of runtime data flow information on the fly without conducting expensive analysis over a
source code (or whole program). A probability data flow graph may be dynamically constructed to represent the runtime data flow information. Code information, such as origins of values, may be recorded in tracer data to be readily available when the tracer data is accessed during runtime without a need to repetitively scan (or read) the source code to search for the code information for collecting the runtime data.

[0048] In one embodiment, as a tracer data is created for a value in a compiled code, existing links to the value (e.g. to access the value) in the compiled code may be updated with a reference (or pointer) to the tracer data. The reference to the tracer data may include a special tag to allow invoking of a special handler to unwrap the value from the tracer data based on the special tag identified from the updated links encountered when the compiled code is being executed. Additionally or optionally, a garbage collector routine may recognize tracer data (e.g. based on the special tag) allocated in a memory to remove the tracer data at each memory clean up session to ensure minimal memory usage impact from the tracer data.

[0049] During runtime of a non-optimized compiled code instrumented or injected with tracer code, a data flow graph may be maintained to gather information via dynamically created tracer data on how values are created, consumed or used, etc. with relative frequencies of occurrences. For example, a first node in the graph may be associated with a value created as an integer constant. The first node may be related to a code location where the value is created (or stored) as instructed in a program. A tracer data may be stored in memory during runtime to represent the value in combination with information indicating the code location where the value originates.

[0050] When the value is referenced for consumption (e.g. when passed to a function to be used as operands in an arithmetic operation or other applicable operations) at a destination location of the program, the tracer data may be accessed from memory to dereference the value embedded within. A second node for the value may be updated in the graph to represent the destination location where the value is used. The graph may include a directed edge for the value from the first node to the second node.

[0051] In one embodiment, each node of a data flow graph may be associated with information related to a value, such as a type of data when the value is created, the type of data when the value is used (or converted to when used), code location corresponding to the node, number of times instructions in this code location are executed (e.g. recorded based on a counter), or other applicable information. Each edge in the data flow graph may include a source node and a destination node for a value. The edge may include a
number dynamically updated (e.g. based on a counter) during runtime to indicate a
frequency, a weight or a cumulative number of times the value has been encountered (or
traced) to be passed from a code location associated with the source node to another code
location associated with the destination node. Thus, the data flow graph may carry
runtime execution traces to allow inference on how a value of a program is used during
runtime without stopping the program.

[0052] Compiled code may be optimized based on runtime data collected in a data flow
graph. For example, a source code may specify allocating a type of value (e.g. integer
value) at a code location (or code block) corresponding to a node in the data flow graph.
An optimized compiler may analyze the data flow graph to identify how this value is to
be used during runtime, for example, based on edges originating from the node (e.g.
outgoing edges) in the graph. Each edge may be directed from the node as a source node
towards a destination node. Additionally, the edge may indicate how many times the value
has been used as a particular type (e.g. string, double, integer, or other applicable types)
according to the destination node.

[0053] In one embodiment, the probability of a value being used as a particular type of
data may be evaluated based on a data flow graph. Directed edges from a source node
corresponding to a code location for creating the value may provide runtime execution
records gathered in earlier runs as heuristics to estimate how the value will be used.
Destination nodes associated with the directed edges may indicate which types the value
have been used. In anticipating potential type conversions to be performed during
runtime, the compiled code for the value at the code location may be optimized to pre-
convert the value to an inferred type of data to reduce type conversion operations or other
runtime resource usage. The inferred type may be a particular type observed most often or
with highest probability in the destination nodes for using the value.

[0054] In one embodiment, execution of non-optimized compile code may be
dynamically monitored to determine when to perform compiler optimization on which
portions of the compiled code. For example, if a function has been called or a loop code
has been executed more than a threshold number of times (e.g. 66 function calls, 1000
loops or other statically or dynamically configured number of times), compiler
optimization may be invoked during runtime to optimize corresponding code.
Alternatively, compiler optimization may not be performed on a portion of the compiled
code if the runtime monitoring indicates a low rate of usage (or execution) for the portion
of code. The low rate of usage may be based on a predetermined usage threshold (e.g. the
observation that a function is only called once) or relative resource usage comparison with other portions of the compiled code during the period of time monitored.

Figure 3 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process for optimized runtime compilation using tracer data. Exemplary process 300 may be performed by a processing logic that may include hardware (circuity, dedicated logic, etc.), software (such as is run on a dedicated machine), or a combination of both. For example, process 300 may be performed by some components of system 200 of Figure 2. At block 301, according to one embodiment, the processing logic of process 300 may insert tracer code to a source code during runtime compilation of the source code. For example, the processing logic of process 300 may retrieve the source code from a remote device (or a local storage) to dynamically execute executable code compiled from the source code. Alternatively, the source code may be executed via an interpreter mechanism without a need for compilation but carrying certain performance overhead.

In one embodiment, a source code may be based on a dynamic programming language, such as JavaScript, without explicit specifications of data types for values created in the source code. The processing logic of process 300 may add tracer code to code blocks referencing the values in the source code to enable selectively tracing flows of the values during execution of the source code.

At block 303, during runtime of a compiled code (e.g. not optimized) of a source code, the processing logic of process 300 may generate tracer data randomly and infrequently (e.g. less than 1%, for values encountered (e.g. when values are stored in memory) according to tracer code inserted in the source code. The values and origins (e.g. original code locations) of the values may be wrapped inside the tracer data.

At block 305, when values are used (or encountered) at destination code locations during runtime of the source code (e.g. based on non optimized compiled code), the processing logic of process 300 may load tracer data (e.g. from memory) to access the values from the tracer data. The tracer data loaded may indicate the origins of the corresponding values. In one embodiment, the processing logic of process 300 may update a tracer graph to record runtime information according to the tracer data loaded. The runtime information may include the origins of the values indicated in the tracer data and destinations of the values used during the execution.

The processing logic of process 300 may optimize a compiled code at block 309 to reduce processing resources between origins and destinations of values tracked in a tracer graph. For example, the processing logic of process 300 may convert a value at its
original code location with a data type mostly used in destination (or sink) code locations tracked in the tracer graph. In some embodiments, the processing logic of process 300 may monitor runtime status of a non-optimized compiled code to selectively optimize portions of code. For example, a code block corresponding to an infrequently executed function may not need to be optimized. At block 311, the processing logic may execute the optimized compiled code, and optionally, portions of the compiled code which are not optimized.

[0060] Figure 4 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to trace values randomly during runtime in a tracer graph for optimized compilation. Exemplary process 400 may be performed by a processing logic that may include hardware, software or a combination of both. For example, process 400 may be performed by some components of system 200 of Figure 2. At block 401, the processing logic of process 400 may randomly and infrequently determine whether to trace a value V specified in a source code, for example, to be stored in memory based on a store or assignment operation. Value V may be associated with an origin O (e.g. line number) indicating where value V is created in the source code. In one embodiment, whether to trace value V may be decided based on counting a global counter and whether the counted global counter overflows a certain configured number (e.g. 100). Value V may be traced if the overflow occurs with the global counter reset back to its initial value (e.g. 0).

[0061] At block 403, if value V is determined to be traced, the processing logic of process 400 may allocate tracer data in a memory to store value V and origin O according to a tracer data type (or bullet tracer type). For example, the tracer type may specify a data structure having two 64 bit words. The tracer data may be pointed to by a pointer having a tag indicating the tracer data (e.g. the traceable bullet type). The processing logic of process 400 may recognize a pointer to tracer data directly from the pointer itself.

[0062] At block 405, the processing logic of process 400 may access value V via a pointer for a destination D located in a code where value V is used (or consumed). For example, destination D may indicate a code location inside a function passed with value V. At block 407, the processing logic of process 400 may determine whether the pointer points to tracer data, for example, according to a tag indicating the traceable bullet type.

[0063] At block 407, if the pointer points to tracer data, the processing logic of process 400 may access value V and origin O (e.g. 8 bytes offset from where value V is stored) from the tracer data. In one embodiment, accessing (or retrieving) value V via the tracer
data may be based code execution following a slow path of code. Alternatively, accessing value \( V \) without the tracer data (e.g. via a pointer pointing to value \( V \) in memory) may be based on code execution following a fast path of code which may require less operations than the slow path.

[0064] In one embodiment, at block 411, if a tracer graph \( G \) (e.g. a data structure representing a directed graph based relationships) includes an edge \( E \) directed from origin \( O \) to destination \( D \) (e.g. separate nodes of graph \( G \)), the processing logic of process 400 may update a weight of edge \( E \) (e.g. by one). A weight of an edge in graph \( G \) may represent number of occurrences (or other collected statistics) of value flow from origin \( O \) to destination \( D \) during runtime. Otherwise, if edge \( E \) is currently not present in graph \( G \), the processing logic of process 400 may update graph \( G \) with edge \( E \) having an initial weight (e.g. 1). Subsequently at block 415, the processing logic of process 400 may load value \( V \) from the tracer data to be used for code located in destination \( D \).

[0065] Figure 5 is a graph diagram illustrating an exemplary tracer graph to trace values during runtime. For example, node 511 may indicate 12 observations (or 12 records have been traced) on generation of value \( 0 \ \cdot x = a + b \) during runtime for monitored execution. Edge 509 may include a number 100 representing number of times (e.g. based on looping code execution) the value created at node 511 has been used at code location corresponding to node 505. In one embodiment, node 505 may indicate code \( 0 \ \cdot x^2 \cdot 1 \) has been executed 102 times using values created at node 511 and node 501. Edge 503 may indicate node 505 consumes 2 values created at node 501. Node 501 may indicate 3 values have been traced to be created via \( 0 \ \cdot x = c^2 \cdot d \).

[0066] In one embodiment, node 505, node 507 and node 517 may include code information indicating different types used for value \( O \cdot x \), such as type double, integer and string respectively. Edges 509, 513, and 515 may provide collected numbers (or statistics) indicating number of times value \( O \cdot x \) created at node 511 have been be used (e.g. as traced), such as, 100 times as type double, 2 times as double integer and once as time string. As a result, an optimized compiler may update compiled code at code location (or block) corresponding to node 511 to pre-convert value \( O \cdot x \) to type double such that potential conversion operations to double for code located for node 505 may be avoided.

Runtime Optimization Using Meta Data

[0067] In one embodiment, expensive lookup operations to search for object properties associated with keys may be avoided by maintaining meta data for the keys. Each key may be represented as a string, a sequence of characters or other applicable unit of data.
During runtime executing code based on dynamic programming languages (e.g. JavaScript), a class of dictionaries may be employed to store properties for allocated data, such as objects. Exemplary entries in an object's property storage may include meta-attributes, such as "is-read-only", "is-accessor", or other applicable attributes, and associated attribute values, for example, indicating whether corresponding attributes are true or not.

Exemplary runtime calculations or operations for a given dictionary/key pair may be performed to determine whether a dictionary contains a read only value referenced by a key. Such calculation or search operations may not be needed by recording certain important invariants directly with a key object representing the key. For example, a key related data or object may be created to contain a piece of data, e.g. "read-only" key meta data, tracking whether any existing dictionary contain read-only properties or values associated with (or indexed by) the key in a current runtime state. These invariants of the key may be checked whenever such calculation is to be performed during runtime.

In some embodiments, a mechanism may be provided to determine whether a block of optimized code which relies on invariants or meta data associated with keys (or key specific invariants) are still valid. Whenever these invariants change, the corresponding block of optimized code may be invalidated. For example, a runtime compiled code (e.g. via JIT compiler) may be based on validity of an invariant that a given key will never reference a property with the 'is-accessor' meta-attribute. Should the state of this invariant change (i.e. a property with the 'is-accessor' meta attribute is added to a dictionary reference by the given key) during runtime, the runtime compiled code that relies on this invariant would have to be invalidated, removed or replaced so that it is no longer used.

A runtime state (e.g. at a point in time) for executing a dynamic language based code may include a universe of objects with key indexed (or associated) properties, such as dictionaries, hash tables or other applicable associative data structures. Additionally, the runtime state may include a collection of keys and key specific meta data (or invariants). A key may be identified from the code (e.g. source code), for example, during a profile stage of a runtime compilation. Alternatively, a key may be dynamically created during runtime (e.g. via execution of key=input()). Key meta data be created or maintained to explicitly describe "facts" or assertions on certain aspects of the keys related globally to the current runtime state (e.g. all existing objects or data instances).
In one embodiment, key meta data may indicate a global assertion which can be verified to be true via search operations on existing objects with respect to a key associated with the meta data. For example, a runtime state may include a particular key not used (or included) in any currently existing objects. The key specific meta data may include an entry for the particular key indicating that this particular key is not currently used in any objects. Result of search operations through all currently existing objects of the runtime state (or universe) for properties indexed by the particular key may be consistent with the key specific meta data. Such search operations may be avoided with the availability of the key specific meta data.

Key specific meta data for a runtime state executing a dynamic programming language based code may indicate whether a key is used (by any existing object) in the runtime state, whether a property indexed by a key in the runtime state has a "read-only" attribute, whether a function call is associated with the key (e.g. statically), and/or other applicable global information related to the key. In one embodiment, key specific meta data may comprise multi bit data requiring low memory resource overhead. Each bit may have a binary value indicating whether a statement or assertion associated with the bit about the corresponding key is globally true with respect to the current runtime state.

Runtime compiled code for a dynamic language (e.g. JavaScript) based program may include a code block to access key specific meta data (or invariant data) and guard itself from potentially lengthy and expensive lookup operations when, for example, accessing a dynamically assigned property (e.g. v=o.m). A key meta data access function may be called in the code block to determine whether a key corresponding to the property (e.g. m) is used or not. If the property is not used, slow path code to search all existing objects (or dictionaries) of the runtime may be skipped.

Key meta data of a runtime state may be dynamically updated to synchronize with changes of the runtime. For example, once (or at the same time) an object property associated with a particular key is created (or added to a dictionary), the key meta data for the particular key may be modified (e.g. by flipping a bit value) to reflect that this particular key is used in at least one object in the runtime state.

In one embodiment, a runtime compiler may generate optimized compiled code for a source code based on initially established key invariants (or key specific meta data) having initial values consistent with an initial runtime state for executing the source code. For example, the runtime compiler may generate optimized code for each access of property "m" (e.g. o.m = x) in the source code to assign property "m" (or to update a
dynamic type for an object) without performing safe guard operations to search for
property "m" (or corresponding key) among existing objects in the runtime state at the
time of execution.

[0076] During runtime, a runtime compiler may dynamically update the optimized
compiled code as key invariants are modified because of changes which may have
occurred during the runtime state. As a result, portions of optimized compile code based
on certain assumptions (e.g. initial values) on key invariants may be invalidated if such
assumptions are not longer true. For example, if property "m" is assigned to an existing
object during runtime, each block of optimized code for the access of property "m" in the
compiled code may be updated, for example, to execute a separate code path to guarantee
soundness with additional operations (e.g. search or lookup operations). In certain
embodiments, the optimized compiled code may include indicators (e.g. based flags in a
table data structure) indicating a code block is optimized.

[0077] Figure 6 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to access
hashed values using meta data of hash keys. Exemplary process 600 may be performed by
a processing logic that may include hardware, software or a combination of both. For
example, process 600 may be performed by some components of system 200 of Figure 2.
At block 601, the processing logic of process 600 may inspect key meta data for a key to
determine whether to perform lookup operations in response to accessing a property
indexed by the key for a target data object during runtime executing a code.

[0078] In one embodiment, a runtime state may comprise currently (e.g. at a point in
time during runtime) allocated data objects, for example, including a target data object.
Access a property indexed by a key for the target data object may cause allocation of a
new property indexed by the key. Lookup (or search) operations may be required to
determine whether any existing property of the currently allocated data objects related to
the target data object is indexed by the key. Key meta data of the key may include
descriptions of invariants which are globally true for the key among the currently
allocated data objects. For example, one of the invariants of the key may indicate whether
the key is used to index existing properties in the currently allocated data.

[0079] At block 603, the processing logic of process 600 may perform accessing
operations for a property indexed by a key directly on a target data object without
performing lookup operations on currently allocated data objects in a runtime state if
invariants or meta data of the key satisfy certain conditions. For example, a condition may
be a requirement that a key is not currently used or referenced in any one of existing data
objects in a runtime state. If the condition is satisfied for the key, for example, there is no need to perform potentially expensive lookup operations among multiple data objects to locate a property indexed by the key.

[0080] In one embodiment, property access operations may result in changes in a runtime state. For example, the property access operations may result in an object updated with a newly added or assigned property indexed by a key which has not previously been used in any existing objects. At block 605, the processing logic of process 600 may update the key meta data for the key to maintain consistency between the invariants of the key and the runtime state updated (or changed) by the access operations.

[0081] Figure 7 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to dynamically update speculatively generated compiled code using meta data of hash keys without querying hash data for the hash keys. Exemplary process 700 may be performed by a processing logic that may include hardware, software or a combination of both. For example, process 700 may be performed by some components of system 200 of Figure 2. At block 701, the processing logic of process 700 may speculatively generate compiled code (e.g. fast path without performing lookup operations) for portions of a source code associated with a key profiled from the source code. The key may index values stored in hash data, such as dictionaries representing objects or other key associative data structures, in a runtime state for the source code. Meta data associated with the key may be maintained with one or more global properties of the key among all existing hash data in the runtime state.

[0082] At block 703, the processing logic of process 700 may update meta data of a key in response to updating hash data of a runtime state with the key to ensure that global properties described in the meta data of the key are consistent with a current runtime state including changes of the updated hash data. For example, the updated hash data may include a new property indexed by the key in an object data and the updated meta data of the key may indicate that a global property describing that the key is not used in any existing object data is no longer valid.

[0083] At block 705, the processing logic of process 700 may determine if speculatively generated compiled code associated with a key is invalidated by updated meta data of the key to guard the speculatively generated compiled code for soundness without incurring query operations on hash data of a runtime state. The speculatively generated compiled code may be emitted based on assumptions that certain conditions of the meta data of the key are true or satisfied. If these conditions are no longer valid as in
the updated meta data of the key, the speculatively generated compiled code may need to be invalidated.

[0084] If the speculatively generated compiled code is invalidated, at block 707, the processing logic of process 700 may update portions of a source code associated with a key to redirect execution paths from the speculatively generated compiled code. For example, instead of executing a fast path according to the speculatively generated compiled code, the processing logic of process 700 may proceed to execute a slow path of code including operations such as lookup, search, or query operations among existing hash data for values or properties indexed by the key.

[0085] Figure 8 illustrates exemplary key meta data for a runtime according to one embodiment described herein. Example 800 may be based on some components of system 200 of Figure 2. In one embodiment, runtime state 217 may represent a runtime executing code compiled from source code 801. Object 805, 807 may have already been allocated in runtime state 217 at a certain point in time during the execution of source code 801, for example, when executing code block V=O.W of source code 801 to access property W of O 803 pointing to object 805.

[0086] Key meta data 811 may be maintained in runtime state 217 describing global invariants or meta data of keys X, W among all objects currently exist in runtime state 217. For example, meta data of a key may be represented as multi-bit (e.g. 2 bit) values indicating whether the key is used in any existing objects and whether the key is associated with a "read-only" property. Bit 813 may indicate that key W is not used in any currently existing object of runtime state 217. Bit 815 may indicate that key W is not associated with a "read-only" property. Bit 813 may be updated to be 1 if V=O.W is executed with allocation of property W in object 805.

Automatic Type Checking via Poisoned Pointers

[0087] In one embodiment, property accesses (e.g. "o.x", where o refers to an object and x refers to a property of object x) in dynamic languages like JavaScript may be optimized according to a single load from memory. Certain operations, such as compare operation, a branch operation and one memory load operation, may not be needed for the property accesses to improve performance in runtime optimization techniques, such as inline caching. Optionally, optimization opportunities leveraging special processor architectures, such as pipeline processors or multi-processors, to execute code may increase (e.g. vie predictive execution of code paths) with less compare and branch operations present in the code.
In certain embodiments, property access may be specified (or asserted) to be executed only on objects of a particular (or expected) type. Different property accesses may be specified with different expected types. A pointer to address a property in memory may be limited to a maximum number of allowed addresses (e.g. \(2^{48}\)) less than number of possible addresses representable by the pointer (e.g. \(2^{64}\) in a 64 bit value based processing system). Extra space (e.g. upper 16 bits) in the pointer may be specified with the expected type (e.g. among up to \(2^{16}\) possible number of types) for the data addressed by the pointer. The pointer may be loaded to a hardware register to access the memory atomically for a unit of data (e.g. 64 bit in size) addressed by the pointer.

A pointer asserting a type may be processed before accessing addressed data (e.g. loading to a hardware register) in memory to ensure automatic type checking. A processing system may automatically check whether a memory address pointed by a pointer satisfy certain conditions (e.g. upper 16 bits must be zero) without requiring executing additional machine instructions (e.g. for compare operations, branch operations, etc.). If the conditions are not satisfied, the processing system may automatically invoke (e.g. without being instructed by executable code) a trap handler which can be preregistered with intended instructions. In one embodiment, the pointer asserting the type may be processed with an expected data type to fetch the data of the expected type or to execute the trap handler perform necessary compensating actions if the data is not of the expected type.

In one embodiment, a pointer to a property storage of an object (e.g. structured data) may include (or embed) a type identifier of the object (e.g. in the upper 16 bits) and the memory address of the property storage. The pointer may be type embedded to assert a type of data addressed via the embedded type identifier. In one embodiment, a type may be dynamically ascribed or assigned for a given combination and ordering of properties that an object may have. Thus, for example, every object with properties \{x,y,z\} (e.g. ordered properties identified by x, y and z) may have the same type, but that type will be different from objects that have properties \{x,y\} or even \{z,y,x\}. A type (e.g. \{x,y\}) may specify an offset (e.g. 8) of a property data (e.g. y) within a property storage of the type.

In some embodiments, an optimized inline cache mechanism may include automatic type checking via type embedded pointers. For example, a known type may specify an offset O for the property data within a property storage for the known type. To access a property data of an object expected to be of the known type, the optimized inline cache mechanism may be performed with a type embedded pointer P to the property...
storage of the object via only two load operations and one arithmetic operation. In one embodiment, the fact that the hardware already tests a portion (e.g. the upper 16 bits) of a pointer during a heap access may be leveraged in the optimized inline cache mechanism.

For example, optimized operations to access the property data from the property storage of the object may be performed as 1. loading the property storage pointer P from the object; 2. subtracting E * 2^{48} from P, where E is an identifier identifying the expected type; and 3. loading from P + O. If E matches the type of the object, then the access to P + O will succeed, since subtracting E * 2^{48} from P will result in P’s upper bits being zero. But if E does not match the type of the object, then P - E * 2^{48} will result in a value that is greater than 2^{48}, and the access to P + O will result in a hardware trap. A trap handler may be registered to divert execution to a slow path code for the property access, which may either fix the inline cached data or perform a full look-up. Thus, an inline cache mechanism may be optimized via the optimized operation to access property data without executing code to perform expensive compare-and-branch operations (e.g. to determine if the object is of a type matching the known type).

In one embodiment, type embedded pointers may allow simultaneous checks for a large number of dynamically create data types (e.g. up to 2^{16} types). Additionally, an original value (e.g. memory address) of a type embedded pointer may be recovered any time via simple arithmetic operations (e.g. by either clearing the upper 16 bits or subtracting a corresponding type identifier). A memory access via an address recovered from a type embedded pointer via subtraction operation with a type identifier may not succeed if the type identifier does not match the type embedded in the pointer.

Figure 9 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to access data of a certain type without compare and branch operations. Exemplary process 900 may be performed by a processing logic that may include hardware, software or a combination of both. For example, process 900 may be performed by some components of system 200 of Figure 2. At block 901, the processing logic of process 900 may load (e.g. atomically without interruption) a pointer for data structured according to a type. For example, the type may be dynamically created/assigned specifying how data elements should be allocated or structured for data of the type. The structured data may be addressable in a memory via an address. The pointer may include both the address and the type of the structured data.

At block 903, the processing logic of process 900 may update a pointer via arithmetic operations performed on the value of the pointer and an identifier identifying a
known type. The pointer may be updated for determining if data pointed (or addressed) by the pointer (e.g. via a memory address specified in the pointer) is of the known type without performing compare and branch operations.

At block 905, the processing logic of process 900 may load (e.g. atomically) data pointed by an updated pointer, e.g. via a hardware address register holding the update pointer to address the data. If the data is structured with a type matches a known type, the data may be successfully loaded (or retrieved). Otherwise, in one embodiment, a hardware trap handler may be activated. For example, the updated pointer may become invalid (or point to an illegal memory address) if the data pointed by a memory address of the pointer is not of the known type. In one embodiment, hardware built-in logic may automatically detect an illegal memory address when instructed to load data (via the hardware address register). A hardware trap may be issued to direct execution to the trap handler when an illegal memory address is detected.

Figure 10 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process for accessing a data element of an object according to a cached type without performing compare and branch operations. Exemplary process 1000 may be performed by a processing logic that may include hardware, software or a combination of both. For example, process 1000 may be performed by some components of system 200 of Figure 2. At block 1001, for example, the processing logic of process 1000 may store a first type identifier and a memory address to represent an object data of a first type identified by the first type identifier. The object data may be allocated at the memory address in a memory.

At block 1003, the processing logic of process 1000 may cache an offset and a second type identifier identifying a second type of object data structured with a data element located with the offset within the second type of data. The data element may correspond to a dynamically allocate property for the second type of data. In one embodiment, the processing logic of process 1000 may have previously performed an access operation for a data element via the offset in a data of the second type.

At block 1005, the processing logic of process 1000 may configure a pointer to access a particular data element of an object data of a first type based on an cached offset without performing compare and branch operations. The configured pointer may have an address value as an arithmetic combination of the memory address of the object data, the cached offset, a first type identifier identifying the first type and a cached type identifier identifying a second type of data.
At block 1007, in one embodiment, the processing logic of process 1000 may perform a load operation to access a particular data element of an object data from a configured pointer. The particular data element may be successfully loaded if a first type identifier identifying a first type of the data object matches a second type identifier which is cached. Alternatively, the load operation may activate a hardware trap handler if the first and second type identifiers do not match.

Figure 11 illustrates one example of a type embedded pointer to represent an object according to the embodiments described herein. Example 1100 may include an object pointer O 1101 pointing to object cell 1103 to represent an object. Object cell 1103 may include type embedded pointer 1105 configured (e.g. via lower 48 bits) with an address of object property store 1107 allocated for storing properties for object O. Additionally, type embedded pointer 1105 may be tagged (e.g. via upper 16 bits) with an identifier identifying type data 1109. In some embodiments, type data 1109 may be dynamically created to specify a data structure identified by the type identifier.

In one embodiment, known type 1111 may be by a type identifier identifying a cached type or an existing type of data (e.g. during runtime). A type identifier may be represented by, for example, lower 16 bits of a 64-bit word (e.g. in 64-bit based machine) capable of representing $2^{16}$ different types of data. Configured pointer 1113 may be used to access property store 1107 for object O and verify if the type identifier embedded in type embedded pointer of object O matches known type 1111. For example, configured pointer 1113 may be derived via arithmetic operations on type embedded pointer 1101 and known type 1113. A hardware based mechanism may automatically check validity of configured pointer 1113 based on, for example, whether the upper 16 bits are of value 0, NULL or other predetermined values, etc. An invalid address may be configured in configured pointer 1113 if known type 1111 does not match identifier for type data 1109.

Figure 12 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of a system for accessing a data of a certain type without compare and branch operations. For example, system 1200 may include some components of system 200 of Figure 2. In one embodiment, system 1200 may include typed data handler module 1201 for accessing typed data in runtime 215 hosted by operating environment 201. Type embedded pointer handler module 1205 may configure a pointer to access typed data while checking whether the typed data of a known type leveraging hardware based mechanism without executing additional code (e.g. compare and branch code).
In one embodiment, property access cache 1207 may provide cached (or expected) type identifier and/or cached (or expected) address offset for accessing object. Data access (or retrieval) operations may be performed based on type embedded pointer handler module 1205 using property access cache 1207 without extra cost of loading and/or comparison operations to determine a type and/or a memory address offset to access a target object property. In one embodiment, hardware trap handler module 1203 may be registered to be activated or executed if a hardware trap occurs when, for example, a target data accessed using a pointer configured using an expected type in property access cached 1207 is different from the expected type.

Selective Randomization for Non-deterministically Compiled Code

Runtime compiler (such as JIT compiler) may selectively and randomly introduce nondeterministic elements to generate an unpredictable compiled code for a source code (e.g. a JavaScript code remotely fetched) to protect against potential execution of un-trusted code embedded inside the source code. Separate compilations on a common source code by the runtime compiler may result in different unpredictable compiled codes without predictability between each other. The runtime compiler may be configured to vary degrees of protection (or randomness) desired and amount of overhead incurred in the unpredictable compiled code. For example, nondeterministic elements may be selectively applied randomly at different portions of a compiled code based on non-deterministic decisions. Thus, possible deterministic behavior of a code generator in the runtime compiler may be reduced.

In one embodiment, a runtime compiler may heuristically morph machine instructions of a regular compiled code in a random manner (e.g. a random spray manner) to generate an unpredictable compiled code. Heuristic evaluations may be dynamically applied to non-deterministically decide whether to introduce unpredictability at different portions of the regular compiled code of a source code. In one embodiment, heuristic evaluations may assign an amount of trustworthiness to a block of code based on static or dynamic measures or analysis of the source code as it is being compiled.

For example, each unit of code (e.g. a value, a constant etc.) compiled from a source code may be designated as either trusted or un-trusted. Total sizes of trusted code (e.g. number of bytes) and un-trusted code may be dynamically maintained to provide a heuristic measure of a ratio between trusted code and un-trusted code encountered at some point in time during compilation. Optionally or additionally, heuristic measures may include number of function block codes (or functions) which have already been
emitted (e.g. generated as part of unpredictable compiled code), size of a function block code, or other applicable measures. Typically, the larger in size a function block code is, the less likely the function block code can be trusted. Similarly, the more functions a source code includes, the less trust it may be ascribed to.

[00108] In one embodiment, heuristic measures of trustworthiness for a code (e.g. a block of compiled code) may be combined to determine whether to perform randomization operations on the code as part of unpredictable compiled code. The determination may be based on outcome of a random function. The behavior of the random function may result in less likelihood to perform the randomization operations in proportion to amount of trust estimated based on the heuristic measures. The random function may provide non-deterministic properties or unpredictability in an unpredictable compiled code. For example, the portions of the regular compiled code to be randomized may be unpredictable according to the random function.

[00109] In some embodiments, a proportion of un-trusted bytes that have been emitted in a given instruction stream may be tracked during JIT compilation. The proportion may be used as a weighting factor to decide whether to apply randomization operations to protect the generated code. This decision may be made on the basis of a set of heuristics that may be varied per-environment depending on the degree to which the environment is susceptible to these attacks, and the output of a random process. Any deterministic factor in selecting which portions of the code to apply randomization operations (or hardening points) may be prevented.

[00110] Exemplary randomization operations may include NOP (no op) padding operations, randomized instruction selections, constant blinding operations, or other applicable code randomization operations. NOP padding operations may be performed (e.g. via a code generator of a runtime compiler) to randomly generate instructions that have no effect on execution other than to change the spacing between instructions. Randomized instruction selection operations can make use of the fact that many instructions may be encoded differently, or be substituted with other instructions that have the same result (e.g. subtracting a positive constant vs adding a negative constant). Constant blinding operations may be performed to replace a constant (e.g. used by a attacker) with another constant that was generated by a reversible operation, followed by code to reverse the transformation.

[00111] Selective randomization in a runtime compiler may effectively block attacker’s attempt to execute an un-trusted code embedded inside a source code (e.g. a JIT Spray
attack) while at the same time limit resource overhead incurred (e.g. in code size, total runtime and/or memory space required). Although selective randomization may apply randomization operations (e.g. constant blinding operations) to a certain subset of code (e.g. certain constants instead of all constants of the code), the randomness and unpredictability introduced in the emitted compiled code can prevent practical attacks, such as JIT Spray attacks or other attacks. For example, the code generator may not be forced to produce instructions to be interpreted by a processor as the attacker expects.

[00112] Figure 13 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to selectively randomize a compiled code from a source code in a non-deterministic manner. Exemplary process 1300 may be performed by a processing logic that may include hardware, software or a combination of both. For example, process 1300 may be performed by some components of system 200 of Figure 2. At block 1301, the processing logic of process 1300 may dynamically determine heuristic indicators indicating likelihood of trustworthiness of a source code for generating compiled code for the source code. A heuristic indicator may indicate whether a portion of a code (e.g. a value created in the code) is trusted or not, amount of trusted code, amount of un-trusted code, relative size between trust and un-trusted code, total size of a function block of code, heuristic environmental settings, or other applicable heuristic estimation.

[00113] At block 1303, the processing logic of process 1300 may non-deterministically select portions of a compiled code according to heuristic indicators. The processing logic of process 1300 may randomize the selected portions of the compiled code to introduce unpredictability to the randomized compiled code without incurring execution cost in unselected portions of the compiled code which are not randomized. The randomized compiled code for a source code may not be predicted from a separate compiled code of the source code. At block 1305, the processing logic of process 1300 may execute the randomized compile code compiled from a source code without executing potential un-trusted code embedded inside the source code.

[00114] Figure 14 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process to emit executable code non-deterministically randomized from a compiled code stream of a source code. Exemplary process 1400 may be performed by a processing logic that may include hardware, software or a combination of both. For example, process 1400 may be performed by some components of system 200 of Figure 2. At block 1401, in one embodiment, the processing logic of process 1400 may dynamically track a proportion of un-trusted code vs. trusted code in an already emitted code stream (e.g. to emit a next
code to the code stream) for generating executable code. The processing logic of process 1400 may compile a source code (e.g. a JavaScript code) to the executable code during runtime.

At block 1403, the processing logic of process 1400 may determine if a next code ready for emission is a trusted or not. For example, the next code may be a code block (e.g. an instruction) next to an already emitted code stream in a compiled code. The next code may not be trusted, for example, with a value or constant created or specified from a source code which is not trusted (received or retrieved from an unverified source). Alternatively a value created or controlled by a compiler, such as a built in constant for a programming language, may be trusted.

If the next code is not trusted at block 1405, the processing logic of process 1400 may randomly determine whether to morph the next code, for example, based on a proportion of un-trusted code vs. trusted code dynamically tracked. The processing logic of process 1400 may selectively perform randomization operations to randomize or morph the next code to allow non-deterministic adjustment of amount of randomization in an emitted code stream for improving execution performance of a randomized compiled code. For example, the higher the proportion of un-trusted code, the more likely the next code may be randomized.

At block 1407, if a next code is selected for randomization, the processing logic of process 1400 may perform one or more randomization operations on the next code to hide potential un-trusted executable instructions embedded in the next code. A randomization operation may be a constant blinding operation, NOP padding operation, instruction randomizing operations, or other suitable operations for the next code. The processing logic of process 1400 may emit the randomized code to a code stream for execution at block 1409.

Figures 15A-15B illustrate examples of just-in-time compilation with scattered randomization operations according to certain embodiments described herein. Turning now to Figure 15A, code block (or instruction) 1501 may include un-trusted constant value 1. A randomization operation, such as constant blinding operation may be selectively applied to randomize or morph code block 1501 into code block 1503 using an arbitrary number 57382 to perform the same function as block 1501. Potential hidden executable instructions embedded via un-trusted value 1 in code block 1501 may be prevented from being executed in code block 1503.
Example 1500B describes exemplary operations to selectively randomize compiled code to introduce predictability in a cost effective manner. At 1505, a heuristic measure is calculated for a proportion of un-trusted content vs. trusted content based on a total number (or bytes) of un-trusted values and a total number of trusted values currently encountered in a compiled code stream. At 1507, a random selection is performed to determine whether to apply random operations to randomize a code (or harden a value) to be emitted. In one embodiment, as the proportion of un-trusted content becomes higher, the likelihood of randomizing the code may increase. By involving a random number at 1507, the selection operation, and thus, the emitted compiled code, may become non-deterministic or unpredictable.

In some embodiments, a proportion of un-trusted code may be estimated to indicate a ratio of un-trusted code size and a total size of the code (both trusted and un-trusted) currently encountered. Function randomNumber at 1507 may return a random value between 0 and 1. In one embodiment, if the ratio indicated is greater than the random value returned, the current un-trusted code may be hardened (or randomized). Thus, the higher the proportion of un-trusted code, the more likely the current un-trusted code may be hardened for emission.

In one embodiment, function emit (e.g. at 1509) may pass a byte through to an instruction stream without modification. Function emitHardenedValue at 1511 may perform one or more randomization operations to harden the value being emitted. The randomization operations applied may not be predictable by an attacker. Function decayUntrustedByteCount at 1513 may apply a decay factor to adjust (e.g. dynamically reduce) the total number of un-trusted values encountered (e.g. untrustedBytes).

Example 1500B may include configurable parameters or functions based on heuristically determined environmental settings (e.g. based on where a source code is received, which version of hosting operating system, user inputs or other applicable settings) to adjust, for example, attacker protection effectiveness vs code execution efficiency. For example, decay factor at 1513 may be applied to prevent penalizing all large pieces of code, as potential hidden un-trusted code planted by an attacker may have already been broken after emitting a harden value. Without applying the decay factor (e.g. decayUntrustedByteCount), operations in example 1500B may eventually enter a state where almost all values of the compiled code are hardened. Similarly, rapid decay of the total number of un-trusted values may result in sufficiently large streams of unhardened values for an attacker to mount a successful attack. Thus, decayUntrustedByteCount at
line 1513 may apply a decay factor that has been determined appropriate for the target environment, e.g. via EnvironmentSafetyHeuristic at1507 for the environmental settings.

[00123] Figure 16 shows one example of a data processing system, such as a computer system, which may be used with one embodiment the present invention. For example, system 2 of Figure 2 may be implemented as a part of the system shown in Figure 16. Note that while Figure 16 illustrates various components of a computer system, it is not intended to represent any particular architecture or manner of interconnecting the components as such details are not germane to the present invention. It will also be appreciated that network computers and other data processing systems which have fewer components or perhaps more components may also be used with the present invention.

[00124] As shown in Figure 16, the computer system 1600, which is a form of a data processing system, includes a bus 1603 which is coupled to a microprocessor(s) 1605 and a ROM (Read Only Memory) 1607 and volatile RAM 1609 and a non-volatile memory 1611. The microprocessor 1605 may retrieve the instructions from the memories 1607, 1609, 1611 and execute the instructions to perform operations described above. The bus 1603 interconnects these various components together and also interconnects these components 1605, 1607, 1609, and 1611 to a display controller and display device 1613 and to peripheral devices such as input/output (I/O) devices which may be mice, keyboards, modems, network interfaces, printers and other devices which are well known in the art. Typically, the input/output devices 1615 are coupled to the system through input/output controllers 1617. The volatile RAM (Random Access Memory) 1609 is typically implemented as dynamic RAM (DRAM) which requires power continually in order to refresh or maintain the data in the memory.

[00125] The mass storage 1611 is typically a magnetic hard drive or a magnetic optical drive or an optical drive or a DVD RAM or a flash memory or other types of memory systems which maintain data (e.g. large amounts of data) even after power is removed from the system. Typically, the mass storage 1611 will also be a random access memory although this is not required. While Figure 16 shows that the mass storage 1611 is a local device coupled directly to the rest of the components in the data processing system, it will be appreciated that the present invention may utilize a non-volatile memory which is remote from the system, such as a network storage device which is coupled to the data processing system through a network interface such as a modem or Ethernet interface or wireless networking interface. The bus 1603 may include one or more buses connected to each other through various bridges, controllers and/or adapters as is well known in the art.
Portions of what was described above may be implemented with logic circuitry such as a dedicated logic circuit or with a microcontroller or other form of processing core that executes program code instructions. Thus processes taught by the discussion above may be performed with program code such as machine-executable instructions that cause a machine that executes these instructions to perform certain functions. In this context, a "machine" may be a machine that converts intermediate form (or "abstract") instructions into processor specific instructions (e.g., an abstract execution environment such as a "virtual machine" (e.g., a Java Virtual Machine), an interpreter, a Common Language Runtime, a high-level language virtual machine, etc.), and/or, electronic circuitry disposed on a semiconductor chip (e.g., "logic circuitry" implemented with transistors) designed to execute instructions such as a general-purpose processor and/or a special-purpose processor. Processes taught by the discussion above may also be performed by (in the alternative to a machine or in combination with a machine) electronic circuitry designed to perform the processes (or a portion thereof) without the execution of program code.

An article of manufacture may be used to store program code. An article of manufacture that stores program code may be embodied as, but is not limited to, one or more memories (e.g., one or more flash memories, random access memories (static, dynamic or other)), optical disks, CD-ROMs, DVD ROMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards or other type of machine-readable media suitable for storing electronic instructions. Program code may also be downloaded from a remote computer (e.g., a server) to a requesting computer (e.g., a client) by way of data signals embodied in a propagation medium (e.g., via a communication link (e.g., a network connection)).

The preceding detailed descriptions are presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on data bits within a computer memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations are the tools used by those skilled in the data processing arts to most effectively convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of operations leading to a desired result. The operations are those requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like.
[00129] It should be kept in mind, however, that all of these and similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as apparent from the above discussion, it is appreciated that throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such as "processing" or "computing" or "calculating" or "determining" or "displaying" or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer system, or similar electronic computing device, that manipulates and transforms data represented as physical (electronic) quantities within the computer system's registers and memories into other data similarly represented as physical quantities within the computer system memories or registers or other such information storage, transmission or display devices.

[00130] The present invention also relates to an apparatus for performing the operations described herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purpose, or it may comprise a general-purpose computer selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. Such a computer program may be stored in a computer readable storage medium, such as, but is not limited to, any type of disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs), RAMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, magnetic or optical cards, or any type of media suitable for storing electronic instructions, and each coupled to a computer system bus.

[00131] The processes and displays presented herein are not inherently related to any particular computer or other apparatus. Various general-purpose systems may be used with programs in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to perform the operations described. The required structure for a variety of these systems will be evident from the description below. In addition, the present invention is not described with reference to any particular programming language. It will be appreciated that a variety of programming languages may be used to implement the teachings of the invention as described herein.

[00132] The foregoing discussion merely describes some exemplary embodiments of the present invention. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from such discussion, the accompanying drawings and the claims that various modifications can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
CLAIMS
What is claimed is:

1. A machine-readable non-transitory storage medium having instructions therein, which when executed by a machine, cause the machine to perform a method, the method comprising:
   generating tracer data randomly and infrequently as values are encountered according to tracer code during runtime of a compiled code compiled from a source code inserted with the tracer code, the tracer data indicating origins of the values in the source code;
   loading the tracer data for the values at destinations of the values in the source code during the runtime; and
   optimizing the compiled code to reduce processing resources between the origins and the destinations of the values according runtime information including the origins and destinations of the values.

2. The medium of claim 1, wherein the tracer code is inserted into the source code during runtime compilation of the source code.

3. The medium of claim 1, wherein the tracer code includes an evaluator, and wherein the generation comprises:
   determining whether to generate the tracer data as the values are encountered according to the evaluator, wherein the evaluator is configured with a probability for the determination to generate the tracer data in a random and infrequent manner.

4. The medium of claim 3, wherein the evaluator counts a global counter, wherein the evaluator returns true to generate the tracer data based on a comparison of the global counter and a value according to the configuration of the evaluator.

5. The medium of claim 1, wherein one of the tracer data is generated for one of the values, and wherein the one tracer data includes the one value and code information for the one value, the code information recorded from a profile of the source code.
6. The medium of claim 5, wherein the profile of the source specifies the origins of the values in the source code.

7. The medium of claim 5, wherein the compiled code includes links to the one value and wherein the generation of the trace data comprises:
   updating the links with a reference to the tracer data, the one value accessible from the tracer data via the reference.

8. The medium of claim 7, wherein the compiled code includes a handler for the tracer data, and wherein the reference allows invoking the handler to unwrap the one value from the one tracer data.

9. The medium of claim 1, wherein the runtime information includes data flow records, further comprising:
   maintaining the data flow records indicating traces of the values during the runtime, the traces including the origins and the destinations of the values, wherein the data flow records include statistics of occurrences for the traces.

10. The medium of claim 9, wherein the statistics of occurrences for the traces include number of times the origins have been executed.

11. The medium of claim 9, wherein the data flow records include a flow graph, wherein each node of the flow graph is associated with a code location of the source code, wherein each edge of the flow graph is directed from a source node of the flow graph to a destination node of the flow graph, the source node associated with one of the origins of the source code, the destination node associated with one of the destinations of the source code, wherein the edge indicates at least one of the values created at the one origin and referenced at the one destination during the runtime.

12. The medium of claim 11, wherein the edge is associated with one of the statistics indicating number of occurrences for the at least one value associated with the one source location and the one destination location.

13. The medium of claim 9, wherein the loading comprises:
updating the data flow records with the traces, wherein the origins of the values of
the traces are updated based on the tracer data.

14. The medium of claim 13, wherein one of the tracer data includes one of the values,
the one value referenced in one of the destinations, the one tracer data includes one of the
origins for the one value, the updating comprises:
determining if one of the traces corresponding to the one origin and the one
destination is present the data flow records; and
updating the data flow records with the one trace if the one trace is not yet present
in the data flow records.

15. The medium of claim 14, further comprising:
updating the statistics of occurrences for the one trace if the one trace is already
present in the data flow records.

16. The medium of claim 15, wherein the statistics of occurrences for the one trace
include a statistics for the one origin indicating cumulative number of executions at the
one origin.

17. The medium of claim 9, wherein the destinations are associated destination types of
the values, and wherein the optimization of the compiled code comprises:
analyzing the runtime records for a likelihood of referencing a value created at
one of the origins as one of the destinations types based on the statistics of
occurrences.

18. The medium of claim 17, wherein the analysis heuristically indicates a particular one
of the destination types with maximum one of the likelihood among the destinations types.

19. The medium of claim 18, wherein the value is associated with a source type at the
one origin, further comprising:
pre-converting the source type of the value to the particular destination type for
the value according to the heuristic in the optimized compiled code,
wherein the processing resources include type conversions from the source
type to the particular destination type during future runtime for the
optimized compiled code.

20. The medium of claim 1, further comprising:
   monitoring execution of the compiled code during the runtime; and
determining when to perform the optimization of the compiled code for a portion
of the source code.

21. The medium of claim 20, wherein the monitoring comprises:
counting number of times the portion of the source code have been executed and
wherein the optimization of the compiled code is performed if the number
of times exceeds a threshold value.

22. A machine-readable non-transitory storage medium having instructions therein,
which when executed by a machine, cause the machine to perform a method, the method
comprising:
executing a compiled code compiled from a source code;
allocating, randomly and infrequently, tracer data in a memory to store the value
specified in an origin in the source code, the tracer data including the
value and code information indicating the origin in the source code for the
value;
loading the code information from the tracer data via a pointer for accessing the
value at a destination of the source code;
updating a data flow record with an occurrence of tracing the value from the
origin to the destination of the source code; and
dynamically optimizing the compiled code based on the data flow record during
runtime of the execution.

23. The medium of claim 23, further comprising:
determining randomly whether to trace the value during the runtime, wherein the
tracer data is allocated if the value is determined to be traced and where in
the tracer data is of a tracer type; and
determining if the pointer for accessing the value at the destination of the source
code points to data of the tracer type, wherein the code information is
loaded from the tracer data if the pointer is determined to point to data of
the tracer type.

24. The medium of claim 24, wherein the pointer includes an identification tag and wherein the identification tag indicates whether the pointer points to data of the tracer type.

25. A computer implemented method comprising:
   generating tracer data randomly and infrequently as values are encountered according to tracer code during runtime of a compiled code compiled from a source code inserted with the tracer code, the tracer data indicating origins of the values in the source code;
   loading the tracer data for the values at destinations of the values of the source code during the runtime; and
   optimizing the compiled code to reduce processing resources between the origins and the destinations of the values according runtime information including the origins and destinations of the values.

26. A computer system comprising:
   a memory storing executable instructions including a compiled code compiled from a source code;
   an interface to dynamically fetch the source code; and
   a processor coupled to the memory and the interface to execute the instructions from the memory, the processor being configured to:
   generate tracer data randomly and infrequently as values are encountered according to tracer code during runtime of the compiled code, the source code inserted with the tracer code, the tracer data indicating origins of the values in the source code,
   load the tracer data for the values at destinations of the values in the source code during the runtime, and
   optimize the compiled code to reduce processing resources between the origins and the destinations of the values according runtime information including the origins and destinations of the values.
Server Application (e.g. web servers providing web content embedded or linked with source code based on JavaScript or other dynamic languages)

Networks (e.g. wired/wireless internet/intranet, cellular network, secured/open network, local/wide area networks, internet etc.)

Client Application (e.g. web browser capable of dynamically compiling downloaded source code during runtime) in a client device
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During runtime compilation of source code (e.g. in dynamic language), inserting tracer code into the source code for selectively tracing flows of values during execution of the source code 301

During runtime of the compiled code, generating tracer data randomly and infrequently as the values are encountered according to the tracer code, the tracer data indicating origins of the values 303

Loading the tracer data (e.g. from memory) as the values are used (or encountered) for destinations of the values in the source code during the runtime 305

Updating a tracer graph to record runtime information including the origins and destinations of the values during the execution 307

Optimizing the compiled code to reduce processing resources between the origins and the destinations of the values according to the tracer graph 309

Executing the optimized compiled code for the source code 311

Fig. 3
Randomly determining whether to trace a value V specified in a source code (e.g. for a store or assignment operation), the value V associated with an origin O (e.g. line number indicating where V is created) in the source code

If the value V is determined to be traced, allocating tracer data in a memory to store the value V and the origin O according to a traceable bullet type (e.g. a known type having two 64 bit words), the tracer data pointed to by a pointer having a tag indicating the tracer data (e.g. the traceable bullet type)

Accessing the value V via a pointer for a destination D (e.g. indicating a code location in a function passed with the value V)

Determining if the pointer to V points to tracer data, for example, according to the tag indicating the traceable bullet type

If the pointer points to tracer data, loading the origin O (e.g. 8 bytes offset from the value V) from the tracer data (e.g. slow path)

If a tracer graph G includes an edge E directed from O to D, updating a weight of edge E (e.g. by one)

Otherwise, updating the tracer graph with the edge E with initial weight (e.g. 1)

Loading the value V from the tracer data for the destination D
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Fig. 5
In response to accessing a property indexed by a key for a data object during runtime executing a code, the runtime having a runtime state with currently allocated data objects including the data object, inspecting key meta data for the key to determine whether to perform lookup operations among the currently allocated data objects using the key, the key meta data describing invariants which are globally true for the key among the currently allocated data objects.

Performing accessing operations for the property on the data object directly without performing lookup operations on the currently allocated data objects in the runtime state if the invariants of the key satisfy certain conditions.

Updating the key meta data for the key to maintain consistency between the invariants of the key and the runtime state updated with the access operations on the data object.

Fig. 6
Speculatively generating compiled code (e.g., fast path) for portions of a source code associated with a key profiled from the source code, the key to index values stored in hash data in a runtime state for the source code, the key having meta data including one or more global properties of the key among all existing hash data in the runtime state.

In response to updating the hash data with the key, updating the meta data of the key to maintain consistency between the global properties of the key and the runtime state.

Determining if the speculatively generated compiled code associated with the key is invalidated by the updated meta data of the key to guard the speculatively generated compiled code for soundness without incurring query operations on the hash data.

If the speculatively generated compiled code is invalidated, updating the portions of the source code associated with the key to redirect execution paths from the speculatively generated compiled code.
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Loading (e.g. atomically) a pointer for a data structured according to a type, the structured data addressable in a memory via an address, the pointer specifying both the address and the type of the structured data
901

Updating the pointer via arithmetic operations on the pointer with an identifier identifying a known type for determining if the type matches the known type without compare and branch operations 903

Loading (e.g. atomically) data addressed by the updated pointer, wherein the structured data is loaded if the type matches the known type, and wherein a hardware trap handler is activated if the type does not match the known type 905
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Storing a first type identifier and a memory address to represent an object data of a first type identified by the first type identifier, the object data allocated at the memory address in a memory 1001

Caching an offset and a second type identifier identifying a second type of object data structured with a data element located with the offset within the second type of object data 1003

Configuring a pointer to access a particular data element of the object data of the first type based on the cached offset without performing compare and branch operations, the configured pointer having an address for the particular data element as an arithmetic combination of the memory address of the object data, the cached offset, the first type identifier and the second type identifier 1005

Loading (e.g. atomically) the particular data element of the object from the configured pointer if the first type identifier matches the second type identifier, wherein the loading activates a hardware trap handler if the first and second type identifiers do not match 1007
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Type Embedded Pointer 1105

```
0 0 0 f 0 0 0 0 a b c d 1 4 5 0
```

Known Type 1111

```
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f
```

Configured Pointer: e.g. (Type Embedded Pointer) – (Known Type) * 2 ^ 48

```
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 0 0 0 a b c d 1 4 5 0
```
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Dynamically determining indicators indicating likelihood of trustworthiness of a source code for generating compiled code for the source code 1301

Non-deterministically selecting portions of the compiled code according to the indicators to randomize the selected portions of the compiled code 1303

Executing the randomized compiled code for the source code 1305

Fig. 13
Dynamically tracking a proportion of un-trusted code vs trusted code in an already emitted code stream for generating executable code to compile a source code 1401

Determining a next code ready for emission is trusted or not 1403

If the next code is not trusted, randomly determine whether to morph the next code, for example, based on the proportion of un-trusted code, to allow non-deterministic adjustment of amount of randomization in the emitted code stream for improving execution performance for the emitted code stream 1405

If the next code is selected for randomization, performing randomization operations on the next code to hide potential un-trusted executable instructions embedded in the next code 1407

 Emitting the randomized next code to the code stream for execution 1409
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trustedBytes = 0
untrustedBytes = 0;
for each generated value b:
    if (b is trusted)
        emit(b);
        trustedBytes = trustedBytes + 1;
        continue;
    if (not shouldHardenUntrustedValue(b))
        emit(b);
        untrustedBytes = untrustedBytes + 1;
        continue;
    emitHardenedValue(b);
    untrustedBytes = decayUntrustedByteCount(untrustedByteCount);

function shouldHardenUntrustedValue(b)
    if (b is a safe value)
        return false;
    proportionOfUntrustedContent = untrustedBytes / trustedBytes;
    if (proportionOfUntrustedContent < randomNumber() * EnvironmentSafetyHeuristic)
        return false;
    return true;
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